
The Product
 Metro delivers the Best of Silicon Valley

The Metro marketing machine provides a direct connection to the dynamic, fast-paced Silicon 
Valley lifestyle and is regarded as the “go to” resource for insightful, up-to-the-minute 
coverage of local news, arts & entertainment information. For over 30 years, Metro has 
successfully brought the entire South Bay and its distinct  neighborhoods together with one 
publication for a unique reader experience.

Metro leads the market with best-in-class design and high-gloss stock delivering sharper 
resolution, crisper photos and color availability throughout the entire publication. Progressive, 
contemporary design engages readers with more visual impact and a clean layout – producing 
a more effective advertising opportunity. The result is a more exciting read that influences the 
way residents think, spend leisure time and shop throughout Silicon Valley.
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Local Journalism
The insiders guide to local news and entertainment

Metro’s passion for independent journalism provides credible reviews and editorial detailing 
local news, politics and an insider’s view to high tech and social media. Readers will always 
get the definitive story with local reporters and editors staying true to the issues and keeping 
readers engaged and informed. Metro’s unmatched coverage of dining, music, culture, nightlife, 
arts and community events sets it apart from all South Bay media with cutting edge opinion 
and reviews by trusted writers – each an expert in their field.
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FLOODGATE
A  M E T R O  I N V E S T I G AT I O N    

P10

NOMIKAI SOCIAL FOOD+DRINKERY  METROGIVEAWAYS.COM

Santa Cruz police hoodwinked  
in deportation raid?  P8



Competitive Advantage
Driving customers to local businesses

Metro specializes in driving customers to local businesses. In the hyper-
competitive Silicon Valley market, it is imperative to be in front of desirable 
consumers every week as there are only so many potential customers 
each day who may be looking to buy a particular item or service. We’ll help 
establish your brand and create demand for your business by developing 
high-conversion offers and campaigns that stand out from competitors. We 
offer cost-effective ways to generate new customers by targeting buyers 
from your local market. 

Let our team of marketing experts show you examples of ideas that produce 
positive returns and keep customers coming back. Tap into Silicon Valley 
“influentials” who do the majority of word of mouth recommendations and 
utilize social media with their peer groups. Let them be your best advocates!

 Did you know 
that nearly 

56% of Metro 
readers do 

not see a daily 
newspaper?
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Audience
Let us introduce you to our readers

PRIME SPENDING DEMOGRAPHICS

244,025 readers 25-54

84,265 readers 25-34

278,722 readers 18-49

82,993 readers are single 35+ w/no kids

197,712 readers are married

REACH WORKING WOMEN

116,464 working women

50,698 working women 35+

28,830 working mothers
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HIGH HOUSEHOLD INCOME

220,851 readers earn $75K+

151,800 readers earn $100K+

124,850 readers earn $150K+

75,609 Affluent Empty nesters 45+ earning over $50K

EDUCATED READERS

108,738 readers have a college degree

91,504 readers have an advanced college degree 

125,636 readers have some college



Shopping
Metro readers lead key ‘plan to buy’ categories

77,212 readers plan to buy a car/ 
van/truck/suv

77,706 readers plan to buy a major  
household appliance

59,075 readers shopped at a jewelry store 
in the last 4 weeks

43,419 readers bought video games  
in the last 4 weeks

247,017 readers bought women’s  
clothing in the last 4 weeks

193,466 readers shopped for  
sporting goods in the last 4 weeks

102,537 readers plan to buy a new bed or 
mattress in the next year

116,439 readers plan to buy new furniture 
in the next year

139,147 readers bought compact discs in 
the last 4 weeks

124,345 readers plan to buy a new  
stereo /CD/MP3/iPod in the next year

219,438 readers plan to buy glasses/contact 
lenses in the next year

221,119 readers purchased 12+ books from a 
bookstore in the last 4 years  
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Be Famous for Your Food
Reach Silicon Valley’s Most Frequent Diners

The South Bay’s foremost guide to dining in Silicon Valley with the most 
comprehensive listings, editorial and chef profiles as told by noted Bay Area 
food  critic, Stett Holbrook. Readers are sure to find credible reviews and 
detailed dining experiences ranging from small, hole-in-the-wall eateries 
and flavorful ethnic cuisines to the most hip, trendy and elegant culinary 
adventures the area has to offer.

58% of readers picked up Metro to find restaurants

54,874 Metro readers dined at a sit-down restaurant 4+ times  
in the last two weeks

71,024 readers drank wine 3+ times in the past two weeks

14,890 readers drank beer 6+ times in the past two weeks

 Did you know 
that Metro 

founded  
Silicon Valley’s 

most successful 
restaurant event 

with more than 
80 restaurants 

participating 
in its inaugural 
year? The event put 

Thousands of diners 

in local restaurants 

in just one week with 

many patrons visiting 

participating restaurants 

for the first time.
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Music & Nightlife
Showcase your entertainment destination

The South Bay’s club and music scene comes alive in the pages of Metro each week with the 
latest news on hip, groundbreaking artists and DJs. Readers can check out club listings, music 
reviews, artist features and the popular club photo gallery each issue so they stay ahead of the 
times and are always “in the know”.

48% of Metro readers turn to the music section

127,792 readers went to bars or nightclubs in the past four weeks

135,989 readers went to a rock/pop concert

42,242 readers went to a country music concert
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Performing Arts
Comprehensive South Bay Arts and Theater Coverage

Metro Silicon Valley’s award-winning arts coverage puts readers in touch 
with the local performing arts community. Each week we capture the 
essence of the valley’s cultural scene while highlighting live music shows, 
local art museums, community playhouses, major theatrical performances, 
ballet and opera. The arts section is also home to comprehensive and 
informative film reviews from veteran critic Richard von Busack, who lets 
Metro’s audience know why the arts matter now more than ever.

156,325  Metro readers attended an Opera/Symphony/ 
Theater performance in the last year

26,546 Metro readers are art patrons with advanced degrees earning 
100k+ and have attended Opera & Symphony performances

42 % of Metro readers turn to the arts section

20%  of Metro readers attended a classical music/opera performance

C A L I F O R N I A ’ S 

BEST
CNPA WINNER
2 0 0 9  W E E K L Y 

& ARTS   
ENTERTAINMENT

COVERAGE  
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Movies
When it comes to going to the movies,  
Silicon Valley turns to Metro. 
Each week, readers get in-depth reviews and analysis from long-time movie critic,  
Richard von Busack, that give a seasoned and knowledgeable opinion of the latest  
cinema releases ranging from huge budget blockbusters to small independent  
releases to thought-provoking documentaries. 

67% of Metro readers look at the movie section

79% of readers went to the movies in the last year

88% of readers went to the movies in the last 6 months

199,045 readers attended a movie theater in the last 4 weeks Media Audit 2010 
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Health & Beauty
A passion for style and well-being
The Silicon Valley culture and lifestyle of looking good and feeling great
is an important reason why cosmetic and healthcare professionals get great results
marketing to Metro’s audience of health and image conscious readers. 

5,742 readers plan cosmetic surgery or procedure in the next 12 months

25,598 readers plan to have lasik eye surgery in the next 12 months

40,462 women 25-54 with $75,000+ income are potential spa users

138,125 readers are frequent dieters + weeks in the last year

104,312 readers exercised at a health club 12+ times in the last year

26% of Metro readers went to a spa in the last 12 months

18% of readers participated in yoga in the past 12 months
Media Audit 2010 
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Real Estate
A new section focusing on market trends, industry news, 
properties on the move and neighborhood features. 

65% of Metro readers own homes

41% of Metro readers own homes valued $500-999K

28,752 readers plan to buy a home in the next two years – now rent

42,417 readers plan to buy a home in the next two years

48,857 readers plan to remodel their house this year
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Events
Silicon Valley’s premier event partner
For over 30 years, Metro has been at the forefront of launching and growing  
many of Silicon Valley’s top events. 

DEW ACTION SPORTS TOUR – Media Partner / Sponsor

METRO FOUNTAIN BLUES FESTIVAL – Title Sponsor

MUSIC IN THE PARK – Founder/Presenting Sponsor

SILICON VALLEY RESTAURANT WEEK – Founder / Producer

SAN JOSE JAZZ FESTIVAL – Founder/Media Partner

CINEQUEST – Media Sponsor

SAN JOSE GRAND PRIX – Media Partner 

FIRST FRIDAYS – Media Sponsor

CIRQUE DU SOLEIL – Media Partner

BEST BUDDIES HEARST CASTLE CHALLENGE – Founding Sponsor

STRIKEFORCE MMA – Media Sponsor

SILICON VALLEY BEER WEEK  – Founder/Producer

KRAFTBREW – Media Sponsor

C2SV MUSIC FESTIVAL  – Founder/Producer



Travel & Leisure
Metro readers are going places

91,938 readers flew air travel 3+ times in the last year

100,584 readers used a travel agent in the last year

134,889 readers plan to take an ocean cruise in the next 2-3 years

151,159 readers went to a major theme park in the last year

162,870 readers stayed in a hotel 10+ nights in the last year

171,375 readers visited a gambling casino in the last year
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Distribution
•  Available where your customers live, work and play

• High traffic and in-demand distribution  
 with Silicon Valley’s highest pick-up rates

• Readership in Santa Clara, San Mateo  
and Alameda Counties 

SANTA 
CLARA

CUPERTINOLOS ALTOS

SUNNYVALE

PALO ALTO

MOUNTAIN
VIEW

SARATOGA

LOS GATOS

MORGAN HILL
& GILROY

CAMPBELL

SAN JOSE

MILPITAS


